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And, being here, we proceed.   
  
 
In these strange and difficult times, we consider, as Ed Schwartz used to say, that “Even in a depression, some 

people make fortunes.” 

  

And believing, with William Carlos Williams, in “the power of beauty to right all wrongs.”  
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Notes from an editor, Mark  

In these poems, people die, and people cry, people laugh, and people fly.   
 
Shortly after the wheel was invented, people felt something was missing. 
 
“We have no way to adequately express our joy over this great progress in our history,” many people 
said. 
 
Others took a different stance.   
 
“This rampant technology will cause more problems than it is worth,” they said.  “And we have no 
adequate way to express that.” 
 
Others wanted to express puzzlement, caution, or an admiration for saber toothed cats.  And a 

prediction that a magical number 
would be found that would link 
different properties of any circle. 
 
One evening, a young person drew 
a circle Around the fire, and then 
proclaimed, “Poetry good.”   
 
Everyone agreed, and they cheered.  
And the circle of poetry has been 
rolling on ever since. 
 
Over the past decade and half, poets 
have come together in New Haven 
for Pi Poetry Readings to share 
morsels of truth, nuggets of beauty, 

and small magic.  At Pi, we believe in freedom and craft.  We share a space where poets can hear 
themselves speaking their own words out loud and can also bathe in the words of others.   
 
Our featured readers have included Poet Laureates of several states and towns, prestigious prize 
winners.  Our readers have included poets who come from other countries or have strong 
connections to countries around the world.  Many are also local.  Poets have read poems in several 
languages.  And their styles and approaches stretch to the far corners of the poetry world.  Some of 
our readers have just started on their poetry paths, while others have a long list of accomplishments, 
including having held prestigious positions, having won prizes for their writing, and having a long 
list of publications. 
 
Pi has devoted one evening each year to our Favorite Poem Panel, where poets present the work of 
some of their favorite writers.  We have also had evenings devoted to poetry related to important 
topics, such as Gun Violence, Black Lives Matter, and What the Responsibility of the Poet is in 
Difficult times. 
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In these times of Pandemic, Pi is now offering this humble Zine, to continue to spread poetry in 
these times when gathering around a campfire is difficult, due both to social distancing and the fact 
that our normal venue discourages fires.   
 
Times being what they are, it is not surprising that the issues poets chose to deal with here include 

the pandemic and social justice.  And, poets being who they are, some old favorite themes also show 

up, including food, family, flowers, illness and death.  Interestingly, this zine also seems to have 

developed an avian sub-theme – quite a few birds have perched in our branches. 

We hope that this Zine offers something to make the world a little bit better.  And, all the work 
offered here is socially distanced, masked, and thoroughly washed.   
 
Emily Dickinson tells us that “Hope is the thing with feathers.”  And you will find a lot of birds 

flying through these poems.  And a lot of hope. 

We hope you enjoy. 
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Notes from an editor, Gemma 
 
When I climbed that long staircase to my first Pi night at the Institute Library almost 14 years ago, I 
clutched a piece of paper with a poem I had written and re-worked into almost indecipherable 
graffiti a few weeks earlier.    
 
At some point, totally at odds with the sign-up order, as is his wont, Mark called me to the podium.  
 
What I didn’t realize was that the initial 
agonizing process of getting the poem off the 
paper and out of my mouth in a serviceable 
way, would influence my style of writing, and 
even more importantly, understanding and 
appreciating poetry.    
 
For months and years I experienced so many 
featured readers and open mic participants 
share their work and hear it come alive. 
(Forgive the Frankenstein cliché, but after all 
this is only prose.) “How a poem means” has 
involved, in no small part, the ear, from its 
genesis and through today in venues 
celebrating its live performance.    
 
And now, dear friends and fellow lovers of Pi, we come full circle, or Circumference, if you will, and 
have put together from so many fine submissions, our newest collection of poetic voices that we will 
not hear each other read for the time being.  Hopefully, in the future you will return to read and 
listen and enjoy again when the pandemic is over.  And in this time being, I urge you to read this 
collection Aloud.  
 
Until then.  
 
Peace, Health, Kindness 
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In Support of Justice 

 

We are proud to stand with all who work to advance Justice. 

 

Black Lives Matter 
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from Watch Out 

  

 

 . . . what white birds  

they are that measure the horizon,  

they’ve flown into the rain from which 

 

they apparently dropped, that rain which 

came and came, taunting the grass for hours, 

day-into-night, until your memory before 

the storm no longer knows who you precisely were . . . 

 

Patricia Horn O'Brien 
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Little Orange Mite 

 

I sit on the front stoop 

after Mama’s funeral 

and notice a crack in the cement-- 

the whole universe 

to the little orange mite 

that lives there, 

 

smaller than the poppy seeds 

that fall off the bagels, 

we serve to the mourners 

after the service, 

and spread across the tablecloth--  

black stars 

in a white sky. 

 

Miriam Vener Giskin  
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Once Upon a Dream 

 

i sat in the  

glossy black rental car 

listening to dave brubeck, 

 

watching the  

rocky mountains  

melt. 

 

i have tattoos you don’t recognize. 

your daughter has your dimpled smile. 

 

“you are everything i always knew you’d become.” 

“I’m so sorry.” 

 

i sit in the car and cry. 

 

quietly, 

hoping  

 

not to be found. 

 

Liam Pezzano 
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NO LONGER 

How long must we tap our feet 

Sway ourselves to a somber beat 

How long must we die 

Through “experiments” and “vaccines” 

Knees on our necks 

While crying for our dead mamas  

while dying  

in these wicked star-spangled streets 

Say when this will be over 

Tell me it is coming soon 

Perhaps tomorrow morning 

Or on the first day of June 

  

Will there be 

A night to rest in PEACE 

While we are still ALIVE 

  

Killing us 

Is MORE American  

than  

apple pie 

  

But We Will NO LONGER  
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Stand by and Watch You 

Take Our Lives 

YOU Will Be Perplexed 

When We Collect Our Power 

Come Together         

And Rise 

We Will Be Insulated in SELF-LOVE 

  

WE WILL NO LONGER  

 “Survive”  

We WILL THRIVE 

  

The Future Is Waiting on us  

To Lead Again 

This nightmare that is called a “dream” 

Is coming to an end 

  

Shaunda Holloway 
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Garden of Eden? 

 

While robin red breasts,  

drunk on pyracantha berries  

which are poison to us humans, 

smash into a window’s reflections  

-- plus once almost collided in mid-air, 

two sated young grandsons, faces smeared 

with dark blue, are now competing to locate 

remaining reachable blackberries, ripe or not, 

amidst and despite thorns, to stuff into mouths 

as their mother and father sit back, taking a break 

from May’s increasingly hairy Coronavirus sequester. 

 
Gerard Sarnat 
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A Map of the World 
 

upriver 

they are cutting 

down the parkway. on the liffey 

grassclods spin, 

floating empty 

like old cans. 

they clump 

and break apart 

in the motion 

of settling water, thick as torn 

cress garnish 

on the brown surface 

of soup. they shift in shape, 

they twist and make 

new patterns 

like discoloured marks 

on the band of a false- 

gold wedding ring. like a map 

of the world, stretched lengthwise, 

an illustration 

of continental drift. 

 
 

DS Maolalaí 
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Their Fish Dinner 
 
he's back from 

the seafood store, 

fish in hand 

 

she's up from the garden, 

fists full of greens 

 

plates and knives, 

pan sizzling, 

and soon something piscine 

 

she's hungry, 

he's famished 

 

no more sex, 

no more showers together, 

no cuddles on the parlor couch 

 

they retreat to the kitchen, 

love's last room 

 

John Grey 
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Ill at Ease 

I sit drowsy and numb 

in my hospital room and wait. 

Mom enters with a reluctant smile. 

We face each other with nothing to say. 

I receive no flowers or cards 

wishing me a speedy recovery. 

Having a mental illness, 

I am a secret to be kept. 

What if, instead, I had cancer? 

Mom could pray for my recovery, 

 rally her friends for support, 

wear pink ribbons, and give money  

for the cure. 

 

Molly Preudhomme 
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13 Blackbirds Talk Back to Wallace Stevens 
 
Raven 
 
Preferring to be alone 
we gather in wintertime 
to protect ourselves in numbers 
 
Magpie 
 
You must have noticed 
scavengers in parking lots 
perched on the arms of lights 
 
Cowbird 
 
Don’t be so high and mighty 
we were once omens for gods 
descended in importance 
 
Blackbird 
 
Noah sent me first 
and finding land, I stayed 
the fate of humankind not my concern 
 
Redwing 
 
Think yourself special? 
Speech? We too can speak 
We too use tools. Pride! 
 
Grackle 
 
Wallace Stevens I know you 
remembering faces 
nor do we forget enemies. 
 
Rook 
 
We sit in the trees of other worlds 
half between the sky and the earth 
dust you are made of 
 
Yellowhead 
 
We use the ground as our toilet 
write in the mud with our claws 
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literature with beaks in clouds 
 
Huginn 
 
Put that poem in your notebook 
I sit on the shoulder of the almighty 
half-blind god 
 
Muginn 
 
I seek out heroes. 
Have not found one yet Wallace, 
all their deeds exaggerated 
 
Kos 
 
Even Eliot’s hanged man 
no more than mortal 
bury him with your pride 
 
Amsel 
 
Your business guesses 
the length of a man’s life 
and profits from it 
 
Jackdaw 
 
Spare us your meddling 
Your non-shiny words 
hold no interest to us 
 

Tony Fusco 
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Confidence 

A red-feathered, 

black-chested bird 

stands poised on a 

pale-yellow picket fence. 

Rain beats the 

earth senseless. 

The bird remains 

poised: puffing 

its chest, arching 

its back. 

Chandra Roxanne 
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Wildflower 

 

            I pick pink 

phlox and yellow mustard flowers  

           that grow wild 

by the mailbox, 

bring them inside to sit 

           on the kitchen table -- 

a graduation bouquet for Emily, 

who, if not for a pandemic,   

would be striding  

across a stage today, 

                                      in cap and gown. 

 

Instead she sits  

            at the kitchen table  

in peony-patterned   

pajamas  

and a mortarboard, 

eats blueberry-chocolate-chip pancakes  

made by her dad, 

                                    cap tassel swinging  

                    when she laughs. 

 

Kelly de la Rocha 
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                                                    Pandemic Hair 

 

My hairdresser 

will be horrified 

when (and if) 

she sees me again. 

 

This morning, in a fit of pique, 

I chopped off  

an offensive tuft. 

Just pretend you don’t notice. 

 

I hope, when distancing lifts,  

her skillful hands 

 will restore me 

 to normalcy. 

 

Julie Harris 
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How the Bus Driver Took Us for a Ride 

 

We'd thought somehow, he'd make it. Just as he  

must have made those sharp city turns, widening  

the arc from the white line of his lane, his body  

embracing the wheel, driving the angular beast 

 

against its own momentum, so smooth the shifts  

from south to east, north to west, so constant his cajoling,  

any fear with which his riders came aboard, lost its grip 

even as they careened here-to-there.  To us, he never  

 

mentioned fear of death. Not even that he missed his old,  

familiar route through Bridgeport’s cratered streets.  

He pulled one over on us, though, always asking how  

we were doing.  Always ready for a joke.  

 

And we, his happy Hospice Team, lost track of just  

where he was bound and just where he was taking us. 

 

Patricia Horn O'Brien 
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Where Someone’s Nana Lives 

I’d like to enter 

through the tidy door 

of a little house 

that perches 

on a narrow Boston street, 

a house where I imagine 

someone’s Nana lives, 

where comfort smells like supper 

always simmering 

and chiming clocks tell 

peace and passage 

of unhurried time. 

I’d like to be escorted 

through the cherished rooms 

kept spick and span 

by someone’s Nana, 

climb upstairs to where 

the dormer sills 

trail sweet petunias 

hanging color high above 

a parched and pitted street. 

And then I’d like to go out back 

to wander in the little yard 

so full of light at noon 

that someone’s Nana 

has to water every other day, 

where sheets and kerchiefs 

hang to dry, so often washed 
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they sift the sun 

and sparrows crowd the birdbath’s edge 

to bob for bugs that ride 

a floating leaf. 

I want to feel 

how someone’s Nana, 

brisk, sometimes, and definite, 

creates the kind of quiet 

nonetheless 

that holds a child 

completely safe, 

the two of them in armchairs 

side by side, 

a table with treats between. 

Nan Meneely 
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Todas Las Dia 

Everyday I bet they wake up to an 

Abuela’s tostada con tomate, aceite, 

y jamon, the lawn maintenance crew 

I make then bring coffee and sandwiches 

on the same serving tray my Babcia used 

to serve me when in bed sick 

kapusta, a Polish soup the recipe she got 

watching her mother between wars in advance 

of Kristallnacht. 

Norman Rockwell’s “The Golden Rule” 

isn’t on the platter, but hope is what it depicts. 

I don’t know that this Abuela pinched cilantro 

sprigs, sprinkled diced leaves on breakfast sizzling in the cast iron skillet 

brought north from Mexico somewhere or south of that 

also crop planting and picking-restaurant dishwashing-domestic and hotel working-laboring 

on scalding roofs tarring American homes against one drop 

of Christ’s blood kissing us below not learning 

another language, citizens. Everyday 

I imagine someone’s Abuela before our shared sun in the dark 

ignites lives to move which sometimes they do 

towards love cooking in the kitchen 

for generations housed in a complex 

of brick apartments with cinder block walls 

inside insulating hardly at all 

against stereotyping & profiteering they can not escape 

everyday yet everyday do. Everyday. 

 

Daniel Camus 
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From Plymouth to Provincetown 

 

The bow spume fans,  

flares, melts into the swells 

 that roll through the bay.  

 

She said: “The sun pulls us through the galaxy.” 

 

A lone buoy marks 

the shipping lane  

leans against the tide.  

 

“I’m just not sure of anything. I never was.” 

 

A seagull hovers  

between a vapor trail  

and Saquish Point. 

 

She said: “Remember the fire that night with friends on Race Point?” 

 

A spout like a prismed heart 

 appears, then the dorsal fin, 

flukes, the deep baleen dive.  

 

“This worry surprises me like a sudden backroad vista.” 

 

A wind-blown spruce  

on the sandy cemetery hill 

slants to the west.  
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She said: “I might not be here when you return.” 

 

The afternoon glare ignites  

the lichen covered curse 

 on the solitary tilted stone. 

 

“Those guitar chords wafting up with the smoke toward the stars.” 

   

Later, at water’s edge: periwinkles,  

starfish, ladyslippers, moon shells, 

and a sand dollar nestled in kelp. 

 

She said: “What are we but a wildflower garden of opinion?” 

 

David Cappella  
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How I survive 

 

I set aside blue  

rubber bands that bind  

asparagus bundles, 

tuck away  

twist-ties that secure 

bags of store-bought bread.  

 

It’s what  

my grandmother, a child  

of the Great Depression, did, 

what my mother, offspring  

of World War II, 

still does. 

 

Wise women, those two, 

always prepared to hold  

things together. 

 

Kelly de la Rocha 
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Epilogue 
 

(a “tri-ku”) 

So, here’s how it was: 

I saw you as someone else. 

I was deluded.  

I thought you as hot 

as the hinges on Hell’s gates. 

You left me ice cold. 

You don’t even make 

my top-10 list of All-time 

Best Mistakes I’ve Made. 

 
 

Victorya McEvoy 
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Teen Queen at the Apollo 

for Maya Osborne 

Air swarming with hormones and heat, 

music blaring a beat as the audience swells, 

people dance out in the aisles 

and we, two gray-haired white folks 

on the edge beneath the amps 

here to see our granddaughter take the mic 

and bare her mind, fillet her soul, her world 

with the others who mine their pain 

at being born, at being black, at being in love, 

in hate, in loss, in question, in sex, in drugs, 

in drink, in gangs, in rap, in guns: in trouble. 

There she is, there she is, deep breath – 

our girl, strong, pale skin yet quadroon, 

and she croons her litany of conflicting 

blood and heritage and braided links all 

knotted up and tangled like the long curls 

that mass about her head – a brown halo 

glinting in the lights that shine down on her, 

a huntress Diana aiming arrows that 

dart and shoot and explode in fireworks 

bursting in multi-colored brilliance. 

The crowd applauds and yells praise – 

no holding back here, in awe of her raw 

power strutting homage to this crazy life. 

Laura Altshul 
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And Almost Home 
 
         “…  A 16-year-old boy has died after being struck by a tree near Clayton Heights Secondary.  At 2:24 p.m. Friday, 

emergency crews were called to a wooded area by the school, at 6965 188 St., Surrey … Fire crews were incredibly busy on 

Friday as winds and rains took down trees, which in turn knocked out power …” 

 

He'd only just added 

three French phrases, 

one algebraic formula, ease 

 

with his locker key.  

He'd elbowed  

his buddy in the hall.   

 

Daydreamed 

 

the night into being,  

his favorite  

Hey, cute thing! 

just before maple leaves 

garlanded the spikes  

of his perfect hair, his sweet/ 

 

smart-ass smile no guard   

against the descent 

of the undermined tree, 

 

the wind with its last lesson.  

 

Patricia Horn O'Brien 
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Corona Journal - April:  The Upside of Downward Doggedness  

 
It seems like the night sky has thrust itself closer recently  

Subtracting unimaginable miles from my distance  

The atmosphere wiped clean by no business as usual  

With sanitizing solutions of such grandeur  

They make our shortages seem insignificant  

 

A chorus of stars is right up in my face  

Shining more loudly, humming with deafening silence  

‘We’, they are singing  

And they don’t seem to be working at it  

They would be singing it whether I was here or not  

No extra charge  

 

Nearby highways that used to endlessly scratch  

Their broken record of anonymous din  

Now sound more like Herat Afghanistan, 1973  

A few solo engines, some acapella  

 

By day, the birds are louder than the traffic  

The grass is growing faster than the GDP  

Little neighborhood kids are racing bikes and skateboards  

Up and down our motorless block  

With a fierceness of daredevilry not seen in recent history  

Like when I was growing up  

Parents had their kids around more than plenty  

Couldn’t be bothered to hover  

We broke or got wounded sometimes  

Then the miraculous engine of life fired up and healed us  

A little cockeyed or not quite as reckless maybe  
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Schools are closed but the lessons keep multiplying  

Mere humans with no more gifts of prophecy than you or me  

Are making their predictions  

Mystery shouldn’t be underestimated  

Does a bush or a branch obtain some subtle pleasure  

From helplessly davening in the afternoon breeze?  

How does the mockingbird know so many languages  

Snippets admittedly, enough to order a bird sized lunch  

But still, so many  

I feel my body stripped down  

To sparks and gasoline that ignite me  

Firing my cylinders  

Cashing in my self interest  

Paying for the burial of my carnage  

Carrying my baggage  

Dragging my carriage  

Through Western Cedars and New England swamps  

I travel everywhere, sheltering in place  

 
Ramsey Tietjen  
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The Monastery Pond 

 

17 turtles on one log  

a few half-piggy backed 

most facing the same shore 

Cold-blooded, their striped necks  

flex toward the sun’s heat 

abiding each other’s proximity 

 

In the surrounding woods carved tableaux 

depict the path to Golgotha, The Way of Sorrows 

In the first, Jesus stands condemned 

Above him a jug of water pours over hands 

 

Since the Roman’s wife dreamed a dire prophecy 

Pontius Pilate thus signaled lack of culpability 

But hand hygiene aside 

on whom falls ultimate responsibility 

for condemnation to death,  

(for a man or a people) 

if not their leader? 

 

These nuns are contemplative 

as we many have come to be 

agreeing by common good 

if not personal choice  

to isolate 

 

Jesus falls the second time 

 

At first I counted 14 turtles on the log  

from the opposite bank, 

double stepped home for my camera 

The resulting image illuminated seventeen 
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Moving edge-ward for a closer shot  

several pu-lunk-ets capsized beneath the duckweed 

 

Frogs on all bandwidths last night unseen 

Half-emerged basso bullfrog gro-aaaks 

Penny-whistle peeee-eeeeps 

from the peeper chorus in forest leaf mulch 

The raaaaa-tchet of tree frogs’ 

surround-sound in the beeches 

singing hope for their species resurgence 

as the mammalian extinction graph tilts upward 

 

Jesus falls the third time 

 

Years ago, the nun's kitchen industry 

included excellent fudge 

They also crafted  

well designed, functional 

if not imaginative, pottery 

I still do miss the fudge 

fearing, hoping  

to endure further deprivations 

 

On another tableau Veronica 

wipes His anguished bloodied face  

as a nurse bathes wards full of fevered bodies  

before returning to her family 

absorbed in sweat and tears  

 

These nuns assume a vow of silence 

Can a turtle scream? 

 

A friend I sent the turtle cluster photo remarked: 

“So much for our stereotype of the turtle  
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as leaning anti-social/retreating into her shell”  

I try to resist the teeter now 

hiding outside the up-titled congregations 

of tiny off-sync, screen-lit 

gridded human squares 

 

Jesus is nailed to the cross 

 

The good thief tipped his hat, 

One son bequeathed one mother  

 

“Why have you forsaken me?” 

Becoming man, He found out  

what from bedside vigils I have learned - 

we all, all die alone 

 

On the final tableau one friend offered his own tomb, 

shrouded the body and rolled the stone 

Body bags multiply in truck trailers 

Relentless counting and averaging 

percentages, probabilities, factoring, 

interpreting forecasting theoretical numbers 

for real outcomes  

 

So let me resurrect as a honey bee 

or a tree frog or a turtle that withdraws  

yet may reach her striped head out 

toward just tomorrow, 

just today 

Gemma Mathewson  
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Cases and Cases of Covid 19 

 

1 

What you find if you go 

down behind those Bilco 

doors. 

 

2 

For one thing, it is  

too late.  It is always 

too late. 

 

3 

All the things we count. 

 

4 

Cases in California.  Masks needed 

in Michigan.  Gloves needed in Glastonbury, 

Glen Rock, and Glocca Morra.   

 

5 

We count and we cower. 

We ignore the rules, or we castigate 

those who do. 

 

6 

Every day is different. 

Every moment is the same. 
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7 

There is no clear route 

to freedom.  No way visible 

for escape. 

 

8 

Every night we watch the news.  But we 

cannot watch the news anymore.  We turn  

it on and leave the room. 

 

9 

I wonder what’s happening, we say. 

 

10 

How much is left?  The food processor 

that still runs.  Still chops.  Still is the ancient 

mill, grinding, grinding.  But with a deep set 

discoloration.  Chipped accessories.  A new one 

would look like a new one.  Would look like new. 

 

The lawn needs a good mow. 

But we don’t have the heart for it. 

 

11 

Hospital capacity in Hoover County. 

Critical care beds in Cliffside Clarksburg. 

 

12 

The numbers don’t make sense. 
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13 

Vaccines in Virginia. 

 

14 

Five of these, and thousands 

of something else.  Seventeen  

more infections, upward trend, 

flattened curve. 

 

15 

I wonder if I still have 

that vase I left down in  

the basement. 

 

16 

I wonder how this 

will end. 

 

17 

If I were sentimental, I’d  

make a silly joke.  If I were an optimist, 

I might take a nap.  If things keep getting  

better, they may get worse.  Let me 

count the ways. 

 

Mark McGuire-Schwartz 
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Poet Bios 
 
Chandra Roxanne is a resident of New Haven, CT. Since 2003 she has been writing poetry, and in 
2009 Roxanne was a semi-finalist in the poetry category for the William Faulkner-Wisdom Creative 
Writing Competition. She is a member of the Hamden Chapter of the Connecticut Poetry Society. Her 
poems have been featured on blogs and published in different poetry journals. Pseudonym: M. Browne 
 
Daniel Camus always dresses well thanks to his Italian wife and living in Italy for seven years. He 

speaks, reads and writes, Italian consequently as well as French; he taught the former at the University of 

Arizona where he earned his MFA. (Presently he’s self-studying Spanish and Chinese.) When 20 Daniel 

fled America for Italy and subsequently hitchhiked Europe experiencing enormous generosity. Monies 

frugally saved for eight years prior to fleeing these [dis-]United States working as a gardener, house 

painter, lawn cutter, roofer, carpenter’s helper, on a snow removal crew, a busser, a waiter...and a 2nd 

shift pipe hanger at General Dynamics Electric Boat Division not only enabled him to live abroad but 

re-ignited his reading voraciously after a hiatus during his adolescence enduring a pitiful public school 

system and bully-ism and domestic trauma. 

David Cappella, Professor Emeritus of English and 2017/2018 Poet-in-Residence at Central 
Connecticut State University, is “carefully watching the scene” and can be found “sweeping up on 
Desolation Row.” 

DS Maolalai has been nominated four times for Best of the Net and three times for the Pushcart Prize. 

His poetry has been released in two collections, "Love is Breaking Plates in the Garden" (Encircle Press, 

2016) and "Sad Havoc Among the Birds" (Turas Press, 2019) 

Gerard Sarnat won the Poetry in the Arts First Place Award plus the Dorfman Prize and has been 
nominated for a handful of recent Pushcarts plus Best of the Net Awards. Gerry is widely published in 
academic-related journals (e.g., Universities of Chicago/ Maine/ San Francisco/Toronto, Stanford, 
Oberlin, Brown, Columbia, Harvard, Pomona, Johns Hopkins, Wesleyan, Penn, Dartmouth, New 
Mexico, Oklahoma, Baltimore) plus national (e.g., Gargoyle, Main Street Rag, New Delta 
Review, Peauxdunque Review, MiPOesias, American Journal Of Poetry, Kurt Vonnegut Museum and 
Library Literary Journal, South Broadway Press, Parhelion, Clementine, pamplemousse, Red 
Wheelbarrow, Deluge, Poetry Quarterly, poetica, Tipton Journal, Hypnopomp, Free State Review, 
Poetry Circle, Buddhist Poetry Review, Poets And War, Thank You For Your Service Anthology, 
Wordpeace, Cliterature, Qommunicate, Indolent Books, Snapdragon, Pandemonium Press, Boston 
Literary Magazine, Montana Mouthful, Arkansas Review, Texas Review, San Antonio Review, Open: 
Journal of Arts & Letters, Brooklyn Review, pacificREVIEW, San Francisco Magazine, The Los 
Angeles Review, Fiction Southeast and The New York Times) and international publications (e.g., 
Review Berlin, London Reader, Voices Israel, Foreign Lit, New Ulster, Oslo Griffel, Transnational, 
Southbank, Wellington Street Review, Rome Lotus-Eaters). He’s authored the collections Homeless 
Chronicles: From Abraham to Burning Man (2010), Disputes (2012), 17s (2014), Melting the Ice King 
(2016). Gerry is a physician who’s built and staffed clinics for the marginalized as well as a Stanford 
professor and healthcare CEO. Currently he is devoting energy/ resources to deal with climate change 
justice. Gerry’s been married since 1969 with three kids plus six grandsons and is looking forward to 
future granddaughters.  gerardsarnat.com 

http://gerardsarnat.com/
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John Grey is an Australian poet, US resident. Recently published in Sin Fronteras, Dalhousie Review 
and Qwerty with work upcoming in Plainsongs, Willard and Maple and Connecticut River Review. 

Juliana Harris is the President of the Guilford Poets Guild.  Her work has appeared in The New York 

Times, The Mid-America Poetry Review, Well Versed, Best Times and Caduseus, among others. 

Kelly de la Rocha is a poet, journalist and editor raised in upstate New York and living in Farmington, 
Connecticut. Her poems have been featured in Gallery and Studio Arts Journal, The Revolution 
(Relaunch), Syracuse Cultural Workers’ Women Artists Datebook, the anthology Poems from 84th 
Street, Chronogram, Four and Twenty's online journal, Upstream, and Folded Word Press' e-publication 
unFold. She can be reached at delarochakelly@gmail.com. 
 
A retired educator, Laura Altshul tutors and serves on non-profit boards focused on providing 
educational and arts experiences for New Haven's children whose families don't ordinarily have access 
to these opportunities. Her three books of poetry are Searching for the Northern Lights, Bodies Passing, 
and Looking Out. Her poems have appeared in numerous publications and won several prizes. She and 
her husband Victor Altshul co-lead the New Haven Chapter of the Connecticut Poetry Society and have 
given poetry readings throughout the state.  
 
Liam Nicholas Pezzano works a job typing into glowing screens. He occasionally makes it outside to 
the Institute Library once a month where he participates in the Poetry Institute readings.   
 
Miriam Vener Giskin lives in North Haven, Connecticut and divides her time between family, her new 
dog, and writing in a variety of genres. Although passionate about helping children become literate, she 
is a recently retired Reading Teacher and looks forward to spending even more time writing. 
 
Molly Preudhomme lives in Connecticut with her husband and two sons.  Through her poetry, she 
hopes to help end the stigma associated with mental illness which prevents both healing and 
understanding.  Molly also enjoys painting and hiking in her free time. 

 
Nan Meneely holds a B.A. from Smith College, an M.A.T. in English from Yale and an M.Ed. from 
UMass/Amherst. She has taught at high school, college and graduate school levels and worked as a 
trainer in State and Federal government departments. She has published poetry, book reviews and 
articles in a variety of literary publications and newspapers. Her book, Letter from Italy, 1944, which 
provides the libretto for the oratorio of the same name, was published by Antrim House in 2013 and 
was noted by the Hartford Courant as one of thirteen important books published by Connecticut 
writers in 2013.  
 
Patricia Horn O'Brien is a member of  the Guilford Poetry Guild and recently co-founded CT River 
Poets.  She's facilitated poetry workshops, including at York C.I. hospice program and at Middlesex and 
Asnuntuck Community Colleges. Pat's been published in various periodicals, including CT River Review, 
CT Review, Embers, Pulp Smith, Fairfield County Magazine, Poet Lore, Caduceus,  Freshwater, Native 
West Press,  Red Fox Review and CT Review.  She's won several prizes, among them, from the Trumbull 
Arts Counsel, Embers, and, more recently, from the National Federation of  State Poetry Societies as 
well as from the Acton Public Library in the town of  Old Saybrook where she resides with her husband, 
John, and not too far from their three sons, their lively families and excellent partners.  She published 
her first book of  poetry, When Less Than Perfect is Enough, in 2015.  Her memoir, The Laughing 
Rabbit:  A Mother, a Son, and the Ties that Bind, written with her son, Richard, chronicling their story 

mailto:delarochakelly@gmail.com
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of  adoption and reunion, was published 2018.  Pat is Poet Laureate of  Old Saybrook, CT. 
 
Ramsey Tietjen was born in a very small town among small Pioneer Valley farms and raised in a home 

that sat streetside not much above the lower than sea level sogginess of Lawrence Swamp. He works as 

a California carpenter and is a singer/songwriter who discovered fairly recently that he also liked putting 

together words unaccompanied by chords or melody. 

Shaunda Holloway is a native of New Haven, CT and founder of Communitee Fashion Camp, which 

was developed for Greater New Haven’s youth.  This experience provided preteens and teens with a 

chance to learn block printing, screen printing and other surface design techniques, meet and interview 

Latasha Leake, former lead designer of Pastry Sneaker Company, and Neville Wisdom of Neville 

Wisdom Designs in New Haven.  Under her direction students learned the business and creative aspects 

of designing. In the late nineties Holloway taught art at Cooperative Arts and Humanities Magnet High 

School which prepared her for founding CFC.  A committed painter/printmaker/ writer who 

incorporates photography into her work, Holloway has exhibited at AIR Gallery in New York City, 

Howland Cultural Center in Beacon, NY, Schumacher Gallery at Westover School in Middlebury, CT to 

name a few. She has displayed broadly in other galleries along the east coast, and as widely as New 

Delhi, India.  Holloway brings together seasoned and emerging artists from other Connecticut cities, 

New York, New Jersey and Southern states to New Haven, creating first time exhibition opportunities 

for some artists.  She is actively organizing shows at Soul De Cuba Café New Haven. She collaborates 

often with a wide variety of artists to strengthen ties between artists, broaden the visibility of each 

other’s work, and to share the power of art with communities local and beyond.  Other artists have been 

influenced by her initiative and ability to construct opportunities rather than wait for them.  Holloway 

enjoys adding to New Haven’s strong artistic voice.  She began performing spoken word more than 

twenty years ago at Daily Café in New Haven and lends her poetic voice to anti-violence and racial 

justice causes.  Her poems and essays have been featured in Connecticut Post, ESSENCE magazine, 

Inner City, New Haven Review, Prince George’s County Gazette and Stand Our Ground: Poems for 

Trayvon Martin and Marissa Alexander. 

Tony Fusco is the Poet Laureate of the City of West Haven and also Co-President of the Connecticut 
Poetry Society. He has a master’s degree in Creative Writing from Southern Connecticut State 
University. He was the editor of Caduceus, the anthology of the Yale Medical Group Art Place and past 
editor of The Connecticut River Review, and Long River Run. Tony has published five books of poetry 
and three chap books, Don’t Make Me Laugh (2019), Extinction (2018), Java Scripture (2014), 
Droplines (2010), and Jessie’s Garden (2003). His poetry has won prizes in many contests including The 
Sunken Garden Poetry Prize.  Tony retired from the Yale Medical Group in 2012 and worked as an 
electronic medical billing consultant until 2017. 
 
Victorya V. A. McEvoy is not a poet, but she plays one on TV. When she's not counting her blessings, 
cursing her fate, or praying for a winning Lotto ticket, Victorya can sometimes be found playing 
Scrabble, eating avocados, ducking responsibility, or driving a big-ass tractor. She is a co-founder of Elm 
City Writers Group and a frequent presenter at Chapter & Verse and Pi Poetry. 
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Our Next Issue 

 

We are aiming to put out Circumference, Volume II, Issue 2, late in the fall.  By which 

time the pandemic will have passed, the country will have elected a new president, and 

social justice will have become the norm.  And if having all those dreams come to pass so 

quickly is too much to expect, let’s hope at least one of them will be true. 

 

Look for a Call for Submissions to be sent out soon. 

 

 

 

We welcome your comments, suggestions, and even complaints.   

We can be reached at the address below: 

 

poetryinstitute@gmail.com 

  

about:blank
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We support a just path to citizenship  

for our undocumented residents. 

 

 

We support human rights and humanitarian asylum for all migrants 

who seek refuge at our borders,  

fleeing violence, hunger, poverty, climate disaster 

 and all forms of persecution. 
 

 

 

 

 

Graffiti in Athens, Greece.  
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Thanks to all the poets who submitted work. 

 

And thanks to the Institute Library,  

for allowing us to use their wonderful space. 

 
And thanks to all who have shared their poems at Pi. 

 
And to all who have blessed us by listening. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

photo credits  
 
Carved Fish is by Edmund Schwartz. 

Black Lives Matter poster was taken from their website, with permission.  

All other photos in this issue are by the editors. 
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it is a 15-ring circus, run by the elephants 

oranges and crude spice. 

wheels, always turning, always in flight. 

around we go.  for freedom 

and justice 

A Circle of 
Poems 

 

 

The world around us is square.  

Thus, we run carefully, 

especially when approaching 

an edge. 

 

Because the world is round, more or less, we can run forever. 

 

Jump, cautious of gravity. 

 

Back to the beginning . . . 

 

forever. 

 


